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2nd General Assembly of the BMBF-Funded Research Project
Integrated Greenhouse Gas Monitoring System for Germany (ITMS)
24.-26. Sept. 2024, KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany, Location: Aula, FTU

Location of the Venue

The Venue is at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in the “Fortbildungszentrum für Technik und Umwelt (FTU)” at the Campus North, Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Platz 1, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen.
The KIT Campus North is 10 km north of the Karlsruhe city centre.

Shuttle Bus:

As travelling to Campus North with public transport from the city centre is not straightforward, we will provide a shuttle bus to all ITMS participants. During the registration process, please indicate which of the buses you will use.
Shuttle buses will be available for the following routes:
1. 24.09.2024 – from Campus North to the hotel area
2. 25.09.2024 – from the hotel area to Campus North
3. 25.09.2024 – from Campus North to the hotel area
4. 26.09.2024 – from the hotel area to Campus North

More details will follow.
Public transport

The schedule is available at the KVV: https://www.kvv.de

from Karlsruhe central station:
Campus North can be best reached from the central station by the S9 to Blankenloch and the Bus 195 (~20 min) to Campus Nord, Südtor

from the city centre/hotel area
Campus North can be best reached from the city centre by the S1 to Leopoldshafen and Bus 195 to Campus Nord, Südtor.